Purkinje cell activity in the flocculus of vestibular neurectomized and normal monkeys during optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) and smooth pursuit eye movements.
Single unit activity was recorded in the primate flocculus after the vestibular nerves were cut (bilateral vestibular neurectomy) during optokinetic nystagmus (OKN), smooth pursuit eye movements (SP) and whole field visual stimulation with gaze fixed on a stationary target light (OKN-suppression). Following vestibular neurectomy monkeys had no vestibular responses and no optokinetic after-nystagmus (OKAN) in the horizontal plane. However, OKN slow phases still reached steady state velocities of up to 100 deg/s. After neurectomy, simple spike (SS) activity of Purkinje cells (P-cells) was modulated in relation to eye velocity, regardless of whether eye velocity was induced by a small target light moving in darkness (SP) or by a moving visual surround (OKN). In over 90% of the P-cells firing rate increased with eye velocity to the ipsilateral side and decreased with velocities to the contralateral side. Modulation in firing rate increased monotonically with increasing eye velocity. The strength of modulation was similar during SP and OKN for the same eye velocity. The change in firing rate of P-cells in response to a sudden change in optokinetic stimulus velocity contained a component related to eye velocity and a component related to eye acceleration. Only a few P-cells were also modulated with image slip velocity during OKN-suppression. The modulation of P-cells during SP and OKN was compared in normal and vestibular neurectomized monkeys. The sensitivity of floccular P-cells to eye velocity during SP was 1.14 imp X s-1/deg X s-1 in normal monkey and 1.28 imp X s-1/deg X s-1 after neurectomy. The similarity of eye velocity sensitivities demonstrates that neurectomy does not change the characteristics of floccular P-cell modulation during SP. In contrast, during OKN modulation of P-cells is quite different in normal and neurectomized monkey. In normal monkey, P-cells are modulated during steady state OKN for eye velocities above 40-60 deg/s only. This threshold velocity corresponds approximately to the maximal initial OKAN velocity (i.e. OKAN saturation velocity). After neurectomy, the threshold velocity is 0 deg/s and P-cells are modulated during steady state OKN also over ranges of eye velocities that do not cause a response in normal monkey. Sensitivities of P-cells to eye velocity during OKN for eye velocities above the threshold velocity are 1.0 imp X s-1/deg X s-1 in neurectomized monkey and 1.43 imp X s-1/deg X s-1 in normal monkey.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)